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Abstract: This article reinterprets the constitutional theory of Emmanuel-Joseph
Sieyès. Sieyès coined the notion of ‘constituent power’, which has since become one
of the defining concepts of constitutional theory. However, as is argued in this article,
Sieyès’s conception of ‘constituent power’ has hitherto been largely misinterpreted
due to the fact that Sieyès’s theory has hitherto not been thoroughly situated within
the entire corpus of Sieyès’s writings as well as within the political conjuncture of
1788 and 1789; the short period during which Sieyès developed his constitutional
theory. The concept of ‘constituent power’ is developed in pamphlets primarily
concerned with the economic and political situation of France during the ‘pre-
revolution’, and these pamphlets argue for political strategy and action — something
which existing research has failed to take sufficiently into account. This article
therefore traces the development of Sieyès’s concept of ‘constituent power’ in rela-
tion to his theory of political economy as well as his analysis of the political conjunc-
ture — the two elements that form the ‘leitmotifs’ of Sieyès’s pamphlets. This
reading of Sieyès’s constitutional theory is preceded by a reconstruction of his theory
of political economy, which forms the necessary basis for understanding his consti-
tutional theory. The article thus gives a novel, profound and detailed understanding
of Sieyès’s concept of ‘constituent power’ and the role he thought it would play in
revolutionizing France — a conception that is still vital for understanding constitu-
ent power today.

People cannot guarantee to themselves a sure enjoyment of their rights with
charters and ancient recognizances. This kind of guarantee lies where there is
force. With power there is no need for charters. And one still has nothing, even
with the most detailed and authenticated charter, if one does not have power.3

— Sieyès, 1788

A constitution presupposes before everything a constituent power.4

— Sieyès, 1789
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The concept of constituent power has ever since its inception with the consti-
tutional theory of the abbé Emmanuel-Joseph Sieyès been the subject of
intense debate and disagreement. First in the initial reception amongst French
revolutionaries and counter-revolutionaries as well as among foreign specta-
tors;5 then with the constitutional theory of Carl Schmitt and his influential
exposition of Sieyès’s doctrine;6 and then again in later years, with a great
number of books dedicated either to the theory of the notion in general7 or
case studies and particular applications of the notion to national and regional
contexts.8 Yet, although the concept is often invoked with reference to the
author most responsible for its historical significance, it is almost never
understood or used in the sense Sieyès himself intended. In this article, I will
therefore clarify what Sieyès meant by constituent power. I do so in order to
clarify the concept of ‘constituent power’ and what it means in its Sieyèsian
sense, but also because I believe that some of Sieyès’s insights in using the
concept have been forgotten and may prove valuable for our understanding of
the nature of constituent power.

As I will argue in this article, Sieyès’s conception of ‘constituent’ is materi-
alist in two decisive ways. First, constituent power is linked directly to class
and more specifically to ‘the productive class’ identified by way of a theory of
political economy. Second, constituent power is not identified through an
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5 For revolutionary adaptations of constituent power, see e.g., Élisée Loustalot in
Révolutions de Paris no. XII (1789); and Louis-Sebastien Mercier, De J.J. Rousseau
considéré comme l’un des premiers auteurs de la Révolution (Paris, 1791), pp. 58 ff. For
French counter-revolutionary critiques of Sieyès’s doctrine of constituent power, see
Trophime-Gérard de Lally-Tollendal, Mémoire de la comte (Paris, 1790), pp. 109 ff,
140 f; and Galart de Montjoie, Histoire de la Révolution française (Paris, 1797), p. 117.
For the initial and counter-revolutionary German reception of the doctrine, see Ernst
Brandes, Politische Betrachtungen über die Französische Revolution (1790); and August
Wilhelm Rehberg, Untersuchungen über die Französische Revolution (1793). In his
Reflections on the Revolution in France, Edmund Burke implicitly attacks the doctrine
of constituent power with his idea that society is ‘a partnership not only between those
who are living, but between those who are living, those who are dead, and those who are
to be born’ (Edmund Burke, Revolutionary Writings (Cambridge, 2014), p. 101).

6 See especially Carl Schmitt, Dictatorship (Cambridge, 2014), ch. 4; and Carl
Schmitt, Constitutional Theory (Durham and London, 2008), §8.

7 Antonio Negri, Insurgencies: Constituent Power and the Modern State (Minneapolis,
1999); The Paradox of Constitutionalism, ed. Martin Loughlin and Neil Walker (Oxford,
2007); Illan rua Wall, Human Rights and Constituent Power: Without Model or Warrant
(New York, 2012); Mikael Spång, Constituent Power and Constitutional Order (Cam-
bridge, 2014).

8 Richard Stacey, ‘Constituent Power and Carl Schmitt’s Theory of Constitution in
Kenya’s Constitution-Making Process’, International Journal of Constitutional Law, 9
(2011), pp. 587–614; Chaihark Hahm and Sung Ho Kim, ‘To Make “We the People” ’,
International Journal of Constitutional Law, 8 (2010), pp. 800–48; Hans Lindahl, ‘The
Paradox of Constituent Power: The Ambiguous Self-Constitution of the European
Union’, Ratio Juris, 20 (2007), pp. 485–505.
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY OF SIEYÈS 327

idealist conception of a metaphysical subject such as ‘the people’ but instead
through a precise analysis of the balances of power in the contemporary situa-
tion, or what we might call ‘the conjuncture’.9 In other words, constituent
power is linked to class and to the opportunity of a given class to seize control
of the political and constitutional administration of a country.

I first discuss the two dominant understandings of Sieyès’s concept of con-
stituent power: a democratic conception, which conflates constituent power
and popular sovereignty and thereby overemphasizes the democratic tenden-
cies of Sieyès’s theory, and an institutionalist conception, which completely
deflates the radical revolutionary implications of the concept and thereby
overlooks the theory of (revolutionary) power at work within Sieyès’s concept
(as highlighted in the epigraph above). From here, we come to the core of the
article in which I discuss Sieyès’s social science, which will form the basis
and backdrop for the emergence of ‘constituent power’ later in his body of
work. This is followed by an interpretation of Sieyès’s doctrine of constituent
power both in relation to his theory of political economy and in relation to his
analysis of the balances of power — the conjuncture — in France in the years
of 1788 and 1789, which is integral to the development of the concept of con-
stituent power itself.

As regards my reading of Sieyès, I adopt a contextualizing approach by
reading Sieyès’s theory of constituent power in relation to his other manu-
scripts (including that of his unpublished manuscripts from before 1788), in
relation to the ones who most decisively inspired him, and in relation to spe-
cific conjuncture of 1788 and 1789, the years which saw the emergence of
Sieyès’s doctrine. As I show, the general outlines of Sieyès’s theory of politi-
cal economy and political administration were already in place before 1788.
The notion of constituent power, however, was first introduced in View of the
Executive Means, written during the summer of 1788, at a moment when the
king had called for the Estates General to meet with the first session to take
place in the spring of 1789. In this context, Sieyès argues that the coming
Estates General — i.e. the three estates convened under the auspices of the
Estates General — will have constituent power. The doctrine of constituent
power is then strategically repositioned in What is the Third Estate?, written
during the winter of 1788–9. Based on his analysis of the differing class inter-
ests between the privileged classes and the productive classes — the two first
estates and the Third Estate, to speak in the juridico-political vocabulary of
pre-revolutionary France — and based on the first and the second estates’
wariness towards the political influence of the Third Estate, Sieyès argues in
What is the Third Estate? that constituent power essentially resides with the

9 For the category of the conjuncture, see Louis Althusser, Machiavelli and Us (Lon-
don, 2000).
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representatives of the Third Estate. Finally, in Reasoned Exposition of the
Rights of Man, written in the summer of 1789, at a time when the Third Estate
had become dominant in what was now called the National Assembly (and
was about to turn itself into a Constituent Assembly), Sieyès argues that the
members of the National Assembly are now to be perceived as representatives
of the French nation, thus having the right to exercise constituent power. In
this way, we move from Sieyès arguing that constituent power resides with
the Estates General to Sieyès arguing that it resides with the Third Estate
alone, and, then again, to Sieyès arguing that it resides with the National
Assembly, which is made up of the exact same members as the Estates Gen-
eral, only this time with a different institutional structure.

It may consequently be argued that Sieyès’s theory of constituent power is
opportunist if not downright inconsistent. However, as I will show, there is an
inner logic to Sieyès’s supposed opportunism and inconsistency, which is
inherent to the logic of the doctrine of constituent power. This is due to the
fact that Sieyès’s doctrine of constituent power — what I call the materialist
conception of constituent power — essentially concerns bringing about the
kind of political economic structure that one, by way of a theory and analysis
of political economy, perceives to be the best political and economic structure
of society. Consequently, one’s theory of constituent power cannot be sepa-
rated from one’s theory of political economy.10

I
The Interpretation of Sieyès’s Concept of Constituent Power in

Contemporary Political and Constitutional Theory

Constituent power was more or less an invention of Sieyès’s. Even though the
concept may have been in use in the Anglophone world before 1789,11 Sieyès is
the thinker responsible for the place constituent power holds within modern
constitutional theory.12 Its legacy is, however, contested, to say the least. It has
been defined and redefined to the extent that one might get the idea that it is
completely bereft of any semantic core.13 It is even debated whether it makes
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10 Though often neglected, Emilios Christodoulidis and James Tully have each in
their own way drawn attention to the intrinsic and unavoidable connections between
political economy and constitutional theory. See E. Christodoulidis, ‘Against Substitu-
tion: The Constitutional Thinking of Dissensus’, and J. Tully ‘The Imperialism of Mod-
ern Constitutional Democracy’, both in Constitutionalism, ed. Loughlin and Walker.

11 Martin Loughlin, ‘Constituent Power Subverted: From English Constitutional
Argument to British Constitutional Practice’, in Constitutionalism, ed. Loughlin and
Walker, pp. 27–48.

12 Joel Colón-Ríos, ‘Five Conceptions of Constituent Power’, Law Quarterly Review,
130 (2014), pp. 306–36.

13 For a good overview of different definitions of constituent power see the introduc-
tion in Constitutionalism, ed. Loughlin and Walker.
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY OF SIEYÈS 329

any sense at all. Following Hans Kelsen, some proponents of legal positivism
deny that the concept has any role to play in constitutional theory, whereas
followers of Carl Schmitt or other more political conceptions of constitutional
theory argue that understanding the role of constituent power within constitu-
tional theory is of the utmost importance.14

These debates also influence the interpretations of Sieyès. The most wide-
spread interpretation essentially argues that with his ‘invention’ of constitu-
ent power, Sieyès created a synthesis between popular sovereignty and
constituent power:

Constituent power is not conditioned by any foregoing normative frame-
work and it is, therefore, capable of anything. And it is the nation that
should exercise this most important of power, Sieyès concludes. Constitu-
ent power is, then, a radical expression of popular sovereignty.15

Constituent power is the essential form expressing popular sovereignty.
After the democratic revolutions [of France and America], the question of
sovereignty has become that of constituent power. It is therefore time to
study that which could be called the sovereign constituent power of the peo-
ple [and] to explain how the two notions of constituent power and sover-
eignty became homological in modern public law [. . .] One will find in his
[Sieyès’s] constitutional theory, justly rehabilitated today, the first synthe-
sis of the constituting act and popular sovereignty.16

Versions of this argument about Sieyès’s synthesization of popular sovereignty
and constituent power — what we might call the ‘synthesization-thesis’ — go
all the way back to the writings of Carl Schmitt, who is perhaps the person
most responsible for this particular reading of Sieyès;17 and can be found in a
series of contemporary studies that in one way or another takes the synthesis
for granted.18

There are reasons to question this interpretation, however. Sieyès does not
himself use the expression ‘popular sovereignty’ in relation to constituent
power, and in fact he hardly ever uses the word ‘sovereignty’ except for

14 Hans Kelsen, Das Problem der Souveränität (Tübingen, 1920); Schmitt, Constitu-
tional Theory. For a defence of a political constitutional theory, which nevertheless (and
precisely therefore) excludes constituent power from constitutional theory, see David
Dyzenhaus, ‘The Politics of the Question of Constituent Power’, in Constitutionalism,
ed. Loughlin and Walker, pp. 129–46.

15 Panu Minkkinen, ‘Political Constitutionalism versus Political Constitutional
Theory’, International Journal of Constitutional Law, 11 (2013), p. 596.

16 Olivier Beaud, La puissance del’État (Paris, 1994), pp. 201, 204. (All translations
from works not in English are my own.)

17 See especially Schmitt, Dictatorship, ch. 4; and Schmitt, Constitutional Theory,
§8.

18 Ernst-Wolfgang Böckenförde, Die verfassungsgebende Gewalt des Volkes (Frank-
furt am Main, 1986); Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer (Palo Alto, 1998); Spång, Constitu-
ent Power.
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criticizing proponents of doctrines of sovereignty.19 The absence of this
expression would of course matter little if, as has been argued, his theory
‘amounted to a straightforward assertion of sovereignty’, and if ‘the term he
used instead was constituting power (pouvoir constituant)’.20 Simply replac-
ing one word with another does not change the overall theoretical framework.
However, Sieyès’s vocabulary, though idiosyncratic and full of neologisms,
was not simply idiosyncratic in that he replaced existing concepts with odd
neologisms while remaining within the existing theoretical framework of sov-
ereignty. Instead, as I will show, Sieyès’s vocabulary was, though always in
the making, carefully designed to grasp the nature of the political order and
administration of the state in ways that do not easily lend themselves to exist-
ing doctrines of sovereignty with their emphasis on will and command.21

From a perspective opposed to that of the synthesization-thesis it has been
argued that there is essentially no connection between sovereignty (particu-
larly popular sovereignty) and constituent power in Sieyès’s theory. Here,
Sieyès is not the thinker who brings popular sovereignty and constituent
power together. Instead he is presented as a proponent of, if not the inventor
of, ‘the liberal constitutionalism that eroded sovereignty, rather than as the
initiator of modern democracy’.22 In this way, contrary to being a predecessor
of popular sovereignty and (radical) democracy, Sieyès becomes a figurehead
for a ‘liberal constitutionalism’.23 As Pasquale Pasquino puts it in his critique
of those who misinterpret Sieyès’s theory by over-emphasizing its suppos-
edly radical tenets:

The majority of the recent studies consecrated to the politico-constitutional
theories of Sieyès have underestimated this liberal aspect of his doctrine,
either because they confuse the political radicalism of the author of What is
the Third Estate? with the author of the constitutional theory or because of
the influence of the political philosophy of Rousseau on contemporary
interpretations of the Constituent. [i.e. the period between 1789 and 1791].24
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19 Jacques Guilhaumou, Sieyès et l’ordre de la langue (Paris, 2002), p. 87.
20 Michael Sonenscher, ‘Introduction’, in Sieyès, Political Writings, p. xxiv.
21 Andreas Kalyvas is thus right to emphasize how Sieyès’s theory sets itself apart

from the classical doctrine of sovereignty going back to Jean Bodin and defined as ‘the
highest power of command’ (Andreas Kalyvas, ‘Constituent Power’, politicalcon-
cepts.org (accessed 6 June 2016). For this reason, Kalyvas includes Sieyès in a series of
thinkers for whom ‘sovereignty was understood not as the ultimate coercive power of
command but instead as the power to found, to posit, to constitute, that is, as a con-
stituting power’ (Andreas Kalyvas, ‘Popular Sovereignty, the Constituent Power, and
Democracy’, Constellations, 12 (2005), p. 225).

22 Nadia Urbinati, Representative Democracy (Chicago, 2006), pp. 274 f.
23 Pasquale Pasquino, Sieyes et l’invention de la constitution en France (Paris, 1998),

p. 42. See also Lucien Jaume, Échec au liberalisme (Paris, 1990), pp. 33 ff.
24 Pasquino, Sieyes, p. 42.
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY OF SIEYÈS 331

What Pasquino and others argue instead is that there are no revolutionary
implications to Sieyès’s theory of constituent power because the people have
a preceding pouvoir commetant, which they use to authorize and delegate
constituent power to a set of extraordinary representatives.25

As we shall see, this is not the case, because, as Sieyès is explicitly aware,
when no system yet exists to facilitate the supposed pouvoir commetant of the
people, there is no way in which they can elect or authorize extraordinary rep-
resentatives. Yet Sieyès still argues that constituent power may legitimately
be exercised — in fact, it has to be exercised — before a just political system
can come into place. What Sieyès discusses with his theory of constituent
power is not constitutional review but how to install a proper political admin-
istration in the first place (and in which elections will play some role though
the most important thing is the balance of power between a series of techno-
cratic bodies). In other words, Pasquino presupposes that the liberal constitu-
tional system has already been established and then tries to fit constituent
power into this system, when the fact is that, in Sieyès’s theory, constituent
power precedes the liberal constitutional system and is conceived of as a
way — the only way — of implementing it.

Thus, whereas proponents of the synthesization-thesis overestimate the
role of popular sovereignty and the supposedly democratic implications of
Sieyès’s theory of constituent power, proponents of the liberal constitutional-
ist reading underestimate the revolutionary implications of Sieyès’s theory.
What both miss due to their abstract identifications of constituent power with
either popular sovereignty (the sovereign will of the people) or the liberal
constitutional system — and this is perhaps the reason we have two appar-
ently opposed readings of the same doctrine — is the materialist implications
of Sieyès’s theory: the question of the productive classes (by way of a theory
of political economy) and the analysis of the conjuncture in determining who
may exercise constituent power and why they may do so.26

II
Sieyès’s Social Science Prior to the French Revolution

In order to understand Sieyès’s concept of constituent power and the role it
plays within his general political and social theory, we must first understand
the basic tenets of what he himself called his ‘social science’, including the

25 Pasquale Pasquino, ‘Die Lehre vom Pouvoir Constituant’, in Complexio opppositorum:
Ûber Carl Schmitt, ed. Helmut Quaritsch (Berlin, 1986), p. 375. See also Pasquino,
Sieyes, p. 47.

26 One who in his reading of Sieyès’s theory has been attentive towards both Sieyès’s
class perspective and the conjuncture is William Sewell, A Rhetoric of Bourgeois Revo-
lution (Durham and London, 1994). However, he does not relate his insights to Sieyès’s
constitutional theory and, somewhat surprisingly, at no point does he discuss Sieyès’s
concept of constituent power.
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general political economy it contains. According to Sieyès himself, he had
already developed a ‘true science of the social order’ before the advent of the
French Revolution.27 Though never published, this social science was worked
out from 1770 onwards. It consisted of a somewhat mainstream exposition of
political economy to which was added a highly original conception of repre-
sentation,28 and some ideas on language, which will not be discussed here.29

Political economy is here taken in the general sense as it was used in mid-late
eighteenth-century thought, including by Sieyès, as that which takes as its
object ‘the general order of society’.30

The basic tenets of Sieyès’s social science consisted of a basic anthropol-
ogy with clear political economic implications and the scientific method of
‘observation’, which, combined, resulted in Sieyès’s theory of representation.

a. Anthropology

Sieyès’s anthropology largely followed the ideas of the Scottish Enlighten-
ment, the empiricism of Locke and Condillac,31 and the social theory of Sam-
uel Pufendorf and Jean Barbeyrac.32 From the Scottish Enlightenment, Sieyès
took the idea of human nature as being one of a self-interested individual
whose actions followed his interests. Thus, Sieyès would argue that ‘[m]an,
by the constitution of his being, acts according to his interest’.33 From Locke
and Condillac, Sieyès took a radical empiricism that placed man at the centre
of any investigation, which led him to argue that man as human being had to
be the starting point for the true science of the social order. Or, as he himself
put it: ‘man is at the centre from where every philosophy must commence, as
it is the entrance from where every human activity parts; the needs of man,
everything is there’.34 But although man and his every action are intelligible
according to his needs, this assumption of human nature need not result in a
theory of asocial yet beneficial egotism ultimately balanced by the forces of
the market. For Sieyès, private vices did not lead to public benefits, as they

332 N. VON EGGERS

27 Sonenscher, ‘Introduction’, p. viii.
28 Ibid., p. xiv.
29 For Sieyès’s theory of language and the role of this theory within his general theo-

retical framework, see Guilhaumou, Sieyès.
30 Ibid., p. 73. For the meaning of the concept ‘political economy’ in this period, see

Nicolai von Eggers ‘The Emergence of the Concept “Political Economy” ’, in Intellec-
tual History of Economic Normativities, ed. Mikkel Thorup (Basingstoke, 2016).

31 Sieyès cites the works of Bernard Mandeville, David Hume, Adam Ferguson, Adam
Smith, John Locke and Condillac in his unpublished manuscripts, cf. Guilhaumou,
Sieyès, p. 28.

32 Sonenscher, ‘Introduction’, p. x.
33 Quoted from Guilhaumou, Sieyès, p. 62.
34 Quoted from ibid., p. 66.
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY OF SIEYÈS 333

did for Bernard Mandeville,35 and he has no need of a Smithian ‘invisible
hand’ to stabilize the egotistic interests of individuals.36 Instead, Sieyès
argues that individuals do not live in a vacuum, not even theoretically, and
that therefore ‘man’s interest is determined in its relation to every other
being’, which is to say that ‘man and his equal fix their interest when meeting
(réunion), through the natural obligation of uniting (se réunir) in society’.37

Man’s needs and interests are by definition — and this is where the inspiration
from Pufendorf becomes apparent — always already both socialized and ori-
entated towards the social. To the extent that Sieyès is a proponent of liberal-
ism,38 it is thus a form of liberalism that takes into account an individual’s
natural propensity to be aware of ‘reciprocal needs’, as Sieyès puts it.39 By
this he means that man always takes the mutual needs of others and the com-
mon need of the social order into account. The natural reason for this is that by
maximizing the enjoyment of the entire social order, the single individual will
also receive more enjoyment and increase the likelihood of having his or her
own needs satisfied.

Enjoyment or satisfaction is thus not a zero-sum game. The total net of satis-
faction can be increased in which case we are dealing with what Sieyès and
many of his contemporaries called progress.40 According to Sieyès, and here
he follows Turgot, what enables this progress is making production more effi-
cient, which happens through an ever increasing technical and social division
of labour, or what Turgot calls the gradual ‘division of the different occupa-
tions’.41 That people from different professions do different types of work,
which are capable of covering some sort of need (physical, but also intellec-
tual) is what Sieyès calls representation. Consequently, different types of
work are representative of one another.

Since it is not the nation as a body, since it is not every citizen who goes
about producing everything needed to meet his needs, it can be said truth-
fully that all the work undertaken in society is representative. The rich, deli-
cate lady living in the most luxurious of cities whose daily occupations are

35 Bernard Mandeville, The Fable of the Bees (Indianapolis, 1988).
36 Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of The Wealth of Nations

(Oxford, 1976), p. 956.
37 Quoted from Guilhaumou, Sieyès, p. 62.
38 For this reading of Sieyès, see Catherine Larrère, L’invention de l’économie au

XVIIIème siècle (Paris, 1992). For an argument that this social sensibility was already
present amongst the figures of the Scottish Enlightenment, see Claude Gautier, L’invention
de la société civile (Paris, 1993).

39 Quoted in Guilhaumou, Sieyès, p. 62.
40 Sieyès, ‘Gouvernement par procuration’, in Pasquino, Sieyes, p. 163.
41 Anne Robert Jacques Turgot, ‘Reflections on the Formation and the Distribution

of Wealth’, in Turgot on Progress, Sociology and Economics, ed. Ronald Meek (Cam-
bridge, 1973), p. 146. For Turgot’s analysis of this gradual division, see paragraphs I–VII
on pp. 119–23.
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the furthest removed from those of the humblest artisan should know that
her existence is very highly based on representation and that her most essen-
tial capital is what he makes. She should not therefore despise someone
entrusted with her commission since, if the worker who supplies her with
slippers stopped working, the result would be that she would have to do it
herself, and would do it a great deal less well and at a great deal more cost.42

As indicated by Sieyès, specialization entails an increase in efficiency and
thus an increase in production. Allowing a shoemaker to become more effi-
cient will ensure a greater output of shoes, and in order that the shoemaker
may dedicate himself to shoemaking, someone else must take care of grain
production, manufacturing of clothes, etc. Thus a societal division of labour
will cause a greater total output, and thus greater opportunities for having
needs satisfied.

Consequently, although Sieyès was influenced by the physiocrats,43 he was
extremely critical of their fundamental axiom that value came from the earth
and thus that farming was the only productive metier. Instead, according to
Sieyès, ‘it is work that creates riches’,44 and ‘all work is productive’.45 Fur-
thermore, different kinds of work all represent one another. The work the
shoemaker puts into making more shoes than he needs, represent the grain
produced by the farmer (which the shoemaker needs), the clothes manufac-
tured by the manufacturer (which he also needs), etc.

Although it is not addressed directly by Sieyès, there is an unresolved ques-
tion of money here, which will come back to haunt his revolutionary writings
of 1788 and 1789. In the example of the rich lady, it seems that money is rep-
resentative of work (what else would the shoemaker get from the rich lady?).
However, as we have just seen, it is only work that creates riches, and buying
shoes for money — perhaps money that one has inherited — is not work. This
could be resolved by a distinction between dead and living labour, with
money being a container of accumulated labour. This is to some extent the
case for Turgot’s theory of capital accumulation which distinguishes between
labour and ‘the accumulation of unconsumed annual produce’ or money.46

However, Sieyès is clearly critical of the classes not working (akin to Turgot’s
distinction between ‘the productive and the sterile class’),47 which is to say
that engaging in social relations by way of money is not enough to become a
full member of society, and that money is therefore not entirely representative
of the work of others. The consequence of this would however be — and this
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42 Sieyès quoted from Sonenscher, ‘Introduction’, p. xxix; translation modified.
43 Pasquino, Sieyes, p. 38.
44 Quoted in Guilhaumou, Sieyès, p. 83.
45 Quoted in ibid., p. 77.
46 Turgot, ‘Reflections’, p. 145. For the distinction between dead and living labour,

see Karl Marx, Capital (Vol. 1) (London, 1990).
47 Turgot, ‘Reflections’, p. 128.
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY OF SIEYÈS 335

is the consequence that Marx accepted — that only work represents work (the
labour theory of value), and that money is therefore not part of the societal
system of mutual representation. Sieyès hints at this when he says that ‘the
social order is nothing but the order of works [l’ordre des travaux]’.48 How-
ever, the problem remains unresolved in his social theory, and it comes to be,
as we shall see, a pivotal point in the development and shift in his political cri-
tique during the years 1788–9. For the moment, however, it will suffice to
note how the potentially contesting class interests (of the shoemaker and the
delicate rich lady) are and were only implicit and not explicitly present in
Sieyès’s pre-revolutionary writings. As we shall see, this would change dur-
ing the course of the revolution and with his theory of constituent power.

b. Observation

According to Sieyès, the complex nature of society does not reveal itself to
man — it has to be discovered; and in order to discover, one must carefully
observe.49 Accordingly, going back to the 1770s, Sieyès develops a theory of
the ‘philosopher-spectator’, who observes and reflects upon the ways of the
world, including the laws of the social order. Like nature, society has laws that
may be observed and/or discovered through experiments. However, in order
to tell what is discovered by an experiment, one will need an observer, who —
when the general order of society is the object tested — is what Sieyès calls
the ‘philosopher-spectator’. In Sieyès’s writings of the 1780s, the philosopher-
spectator is replaced by the figure of a ‘patriotic writer’ and later a ‘legislating
philosopher’,50 emphasizing a more political and interventionist role for the
intellectual, but in all cases we are dealing with ‘the work of a metaphysician’
who ‘discovers and verifies the instruments of the legislator’.51

Due to the task of observation, Sieyès argues, ‘it would be better to detach
the profession of governing and to let it be exercised by a class of people who
are exclusively occupied with this’.52 Observation requires detachment, and
in the case of administering society, those observing the effect of laws must in
one way or another detach themselves from those being affected by the laws,

48 Quoted in Guilhaumou, Sieyès, p. 77. The idea of French society as one of orders
(or estates) was crucial to the social structure of the old regime and found its apogee in the
theory of Charles Loyseau; see C. Loyseau, A Treatise of Orders and Plain Dignities, ed.
Howell Lloyd (Cambridge, 1994). For the French society of orders, see especially
Roland Mousnier, Les institutions de la France sous la monarchie absolue (2 vols., Paris,
1974–80).

49 For the idea of scientific observation which inspired Sieyès, see François Quesnay,
‘Évidence’, in L’encyclopédie (1751), ARTFL Project; and Claude-Adrien Helvétius,
De l’homme (Paris, 1773).

50 Quoted in Guilhaumou, Sieyès, pp. 16 f.
51 Quoted in ibid., p. 16.
52 Sieyès, ‘Gouvernement’, p. 163.
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no matter if they are counsellors of the lawgivers (patriotic writers) or lawgiv-
ers themselves (legislating philosophers). This class of political administra-
tors must therefore disengage with the activities of society — first and
foremost producing and trading — in order for them to become scientific
observers and thus professional lawgivers and administrators of society. Poli-
tics is here understood as a science of disinterest just like any other science.
The ‘legislator philosopher’ is thus an effect of the division of labour, one
who because of increasingly efficient production and distribution of food-
stuffs is able to detach himself from society in order to observe and improve
it, and whose task it is to perfect the division of labour.

The idea of a professional class of administrators brought about by the societal
division of labour and whose job it is to regulate the societal division of labour
in order to ensure progress is already found in the work of Turgot,53 which
deeply inspired Sieyès.54 However, Sieyès argued that, like Smith, Turgot had
not seen that the division of labour was a complex system of representation —
a discovery Sieyès praised himself with.55 This division of labour also per-
tained to the administration of the political order. As he put much later in
October 1789:

the separation of labour [is] an effect and a cause of the growth of riches and
the perfection of human industry [. . .] This separation is advantageous for
every member of Society. It pertains to political work as to every species of
productive work. The common interest, the improvement of the social State
itself, calls upon us to make government a particular profession.56

The division of labour makes it possible for a class of non-direct-producers
to come into existence. This class may, however, dedicate its time to improv-
ing production (planning, technological improvements, etc.) or improving
distribution (infrastructure, planning, improving means of exchange, etc.),
which will furthermore increase the degree of specialization and thereby the
division of labour, which in turn will allow for an optimization of production
and distribution, and so on. Thus, if those administering the political order of
the state are dedicated to the principles of the new theory of political economy
as developed by Smith and Turgot, more and more people will have more and
more needs satisfied and the division of labour will be of mutual interest. This
amounted to the new idea of progress, which Sieyès adhered to and may have
found the inspiration for through his reading of writers such as Locke,
Condillac, Turgot, Smith and, his contemporary, Condorcet.
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53 Turgot, ‘Reflections’.
54 Pasquino, Sieyes, p. 38; Sewell, A Rhetoric of Bourgeois Revolution, p. 69.
55 Sonenscher, ‘Introduction’, p. xxix.
56 Sieyès, Observations sur le rapport du Comité de Constitution (Paris, 1789),

pp. 34 f.
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c. Representation

In both Sieyès’s anthropology and in his theory of observation, the decisive
principle is that of representation. The producers and traders of society represent
one another through the division of labour in much the same way as legisla-
tors ideally represent society as a whole. ‘Ideally’, because according to
Sieyès it is precisely the royal-noble administrators inability, or, as the cri-
tique becomes more radical in 1789, their unwillingness to administer society,
by way of the State, that marks the point of Sieyès’s critique of the ancien
régime and forms the reason why he argues for a constitution and a new politi-
cal administration based on a new set of principles.

With Sieyès’s science of the social order, we see that the work put into legis-
lation and to developing a science of legislation (political economy) repre-
sents work being done in other areas. The farmer or the shoemaker do not
have to spend time trying to comprehend and influence lawmaking since they
can rest assured that the work they put into producing extra bushels of grain or
extra pairs of shoes represents the time spent on observations and lawmaking.
In this way, all the work in a society becomes receiprocally representative
through a well-ordered division of labour. Thus, we move smoothly from an
anthropology of interest and satisfaction of needs to a general political econ-
omy; and from here to a science of political administration. According to
Sieyès, an advanced division of labour not only causes a much more efficient
satisfaction of needs, it also causes something of an ontological revolution:
the creation of a thoroughly representative world in which professional work
represents professional work.

III
Sieyès’s Theory of Constituent Power

What is missing in Sieyès’s early work is a conception of how a beautiful and
well-balanced political system of representation, including a sensible system
of political administration, would come about. Sieyès’s writings prior to 1788
adhere to the Enlightenment’s belief or hope that beautiful theory would
impress the ruling elites and thereby turn theory into practice. Sieyès’s writ-
ings from 1788 and 1789 are a violent break with such naive expectations and
a turn towards a more realistic comprehension of power and politics. The
introduction of constituent power marks this rupture.57

a. Views of the Executive Means (Summer 1788)

The word ‘constituent power’ occurs for the first time in Sieyès’s Views of
the Executive Means [VEM], written during the summer of 1788 although

57 In the words of Michael Sonenscher, constituent power is Sieyès’s theory of revo-
lution’ (Sonenscher, ‘Introduction’, p. xxix.
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remaining unpublished until the summer of 1789. Like all of Sieyès’s texts
from 1788 onwards, it is written as an intervention in the pre-revolutionary
and revolutionary struggles of the French Revolution. Because of this, when
interpreting these texts one should be careful to situate them within their pre-
cise conjuncture.

The notion of constituent power appears only once in VEM. It is found in
the midst of a long excursus on the subject of the potential bankruptcy of the
French state and on the question of whether the state should default or not.
The French state was in a financial crisis, unable to pay its loans, and what
Jean Égret has called the French ‘pre-revolution’ — the convocation of
nobles, the clergy and finally the Third Estate in the Estates General — was
almost entirely about securing tax reforms in order to pay off the national
debt.58 The very existence of the Estates General and its powers therefore
rested upon the debt, and the king’s inabilities to secure tax incomes to pay off
the debt. If tax reforms were secured, or if the state defaulted on the debt, the
king would no longer need the political legitimacy and power the Estate Gen-
eral gave him, and as a consequence the Estates General would undoubtedly
be dismantled quickly. Control of the debt was thus equal to control of the
state. We shall return to this, but for now it suffices to note that the notion of
constituent power is intrinsically tied to the question of national debt. First,
however, we need to understand Sieyès’s understanding in VEM of what a
nation is.

‘The nation’ is a key concept in Sieyés’s political theory, as it would also
become during the course of the French Revolution and in the political theory
succeeding it.59 However, for Sieyès ‘the nation’ does not refer to some sort of
linguistic, ethnic, cultural, historical or religious homogeneity as it would for
most thinkers afterwards, such as not only J.-G. Fichte who spoke of mystical
‘natural’ connection between individuals making up a people,60 but also mod-
ern legal theorists who tend to resort to the idea of homogeneity as that which
makes a nation or a people. (To name only a couple of prominent examples,
E.-W. Böckenförde speaks of ‘pre-legal sort of homogeneity (Gleichartigkeit)’,61

while Jürgen Habermas resorts to national unity as consisting of a political
value-community or what he calls ‘Gemeinbewußtsein’, which demands
some sort of active participation in the political community in order for indi-
viduals to appear as a member of the nation).62 For Sieyès, it seems, the nation
is nothing but administration of those living within a given territory. No sort
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58 Jean Egret, La Pré-Révolution française (Paris, 1962).
59 See Jacques Guilhaumou, ‘Nation en 1789’, in Langages de la révolution (1770–

1815), ed. Annie Geffroy (Paris, 1995), pp. 471–80.
60 Johan-Gottlieb Fichte, Fichte’s Werke (Band VII) (Berlin, 1971), p. 460.
61 Ernst-Wolfgang Böckenförde, ‘Demokratie als Verfassungsprinzip’, in Handbuch

des Staatsrechts (Band I), ed. Josef Isensee and Paul Kirchhof (Heidelberg, 1987), p. 887.
62 J. Habermas, Faktizität und Geltung (Frankfurt am Main, 1994), p. 624.
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY OF SIEYÈS 339

of political participation is needed in order to be a member of the state, and it
is not homogeneity but rather heterogeneity that makes the nation a nation.
This heterogeneity is found in the division of labour. The problem with
France in 1788, as Sieyès sees it, is that this division of labour is not properly
organized, thus making France unproductive. As Sieyès argues in VEM,
France is at the present moment nothing but ‘an immense flock of people scat-
tered over a surface of twenty-five thousand square leagues’.63 It therefore
needs ‘a good constitution’ so that ‘those millions of men now piled together
without any plan or order [. . .] can become a nation’.64

Here, the nation is to be understood as a ‘great political machine’,65 which
falls under the study of ‘social mechanics’.66 What such a study quickly shows
is that the present political order is a ‘cruel machinery’,67 which ‘came to ruin
the fortunes’,68 that is, administer badly the output of the nation. The result of
this bad administration is the soaring national debt in which the French state
finds itself, and which has triggered the political crisis. According to Sieyès,
the reason for this financial crisis is simply poor administration. The nation
produces a surplus, this surplus goes to the state in the form of taxes, and only
because the state spends more than its tax income does France find itself in a
crisis and with an increasing debt.69 ‘But suppose that current circumstances
were to change. Suppose that it was decided to reduce or even eliminate the
deficit. There is nothing impossible in this. It might already have been done
by adopting the just and honorable means used in financial distress by any pri-
vate individual with honor and good strength.’70 Such ‘honorable means’
would be cutting expenses and improving productivity.

According to Sieyès, the problem is that France has huge expenditures on
non-productive activities as well as an inefficient tax system hampering prod-
uctivity. In VEM, however, it is not yet clear what these unnecessary expenses
are. It is only with his Essay on Privileges and subsequently What is the Third
Estate?, both written only months after VEM, that it becomes clear that it is
the privileged classes — the nobility but also part of the church and the
court — who drain state coffers without themselves being productive in any
way. This also affects Sieyès’s constitutional theory, but let us for the moment
return to Sieyès’s discussion of the nation in VEM.

63 Sieyès, Political Writings, p. 5.
64 Ibid.
65 Ibid., p. 6.
66 Ibid., p. 5.
67 Ibid., p. 6.
68 Ibid.
69 ‘The annual wealth used to pay for labor and credit is produced by its citizens’,

ibid., p. 25.
70 Ibid., p. 24.
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From Sieyès’s argument, it directly follows that the current administration
is not able to do what it takes to bring down the deficit, and that consequently
a new administration is needed. This is where the Estates General, called for
by the King, comes into the picture. The Estates General, Sieyès argues,
should make itself the new legislative power. How will it possibly do this?
Sieyès’s answer is simple: by taking over the national debt, thereby making
the Estates General rather than the King the sovereign debtor representing the
nation of France. This is why the question of a possible bankruptcy is of the
greatest importance for the political situation in France: it is essentially a
question of sovereignty. ‘By defaulting on the debt, the ministry [the existing
administration] would be back in control of its expenditure. It would be
restored to the exercise of its omnipotent power [. . .] It is obvious that the
ministry has everything to wish for from the project of annihilating debt, it is
indisputable that the Estates-General and the nation have everything to fear.’71

Consequently, it is ‘only too certain that by subscribing to a bankruptcy the
Estates-General will have made us lose forever the most favorable and least
costly opportunity that has ever been presented to a people to acquire a free
constitution’.72 In other words, the Estates-General must oppose by all means
a bankruptcy, since it will only allow the existing administration, which
according to Sieyès is corrupt and ineffective, to continue.

Instead, Sieyès proposes a decree in which ‘the Estates-General declares
that it has adopted the debt in the name of the nation’.73 Such a takeover of the
national debt will allow the Estates-General to take control of the tax system
and thus to reform it so that the deficit may be brought down. Furthermore,
such a takeover would be fully legitimate, Sieyès argues, because it is already
the nation that pays taxes and it is thus the nation members’ money that are
being administered by the state administration.74 In this way, the deputies in
the Estates-General represent the nation as ‘trustees’ of the ‘shareholders of
the great social enterprise’, of ‘citizens who pay taxes’ and thereby ‘supply’
the great social enterprise with its ‘capital’.75 Let us also note here that the
only homogeneous element of the people is that their tax payments end up in
the same treasury, that they are subjects of the same state. It is thus not a
‘pre-legal sort of homogeneity’ (Böckenförde) that preconditions and struc-
tures the state. Instead, it is the state that creates a post-legal sort of homo-
geneity between those who are subjects of this or that particular state, that is,
at once tax payers and legal subjects imbued with rights.
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71 Ibid., p. 27.
72 Ibid., p. 28.
73 Ibid., p. 32.
74 For the longer development of this relation between taxation and citizenship

through the eighteenth century, see Michael Kwass, Privilege and Politics in Eighteenth
Century France: Liberté, Egalité, Fiscalité (Cambridge, 2006).

75 Sieyès, Political Writings, p. 48.
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With the deputies of the Estates General being perceived as ‘trustees’ of the
shareholders of the great social enterprise, that is, representatives of the
nation, we should not be surprised to see Sieyès in the summer of 1788 imbue
them with, what is an addition to his social science, constituent power. Thus,
Sieyès’s first conception of constituent power is found in VEM, a pamphlet
intended to interfere in a pamphlet war of the powers and proceedings of the
Estates General, which had been summoned by the king (for the first time
since 1614) for May 1789. The debates mainly concerned whether the upcom-
ing Estates General should have legislative or mere consultative power, and
whether votes would be cast by order or by the head, which was essential
since the Third Estate was only one out of three orders but would account for
half the seats in the Estates General.76 It is in the context of the debates that
Sieyès first employs, rather en passant, the notion of constituent power:

It will be no less important for the Assembly [the Estates General] to use its
initial sitting to give itself the organization and procedural formalities
appropriate to the functions that it will be called upon to exercise. This ought
not to be taken to mean that at bottom any ordinary legislature can be res-
ponsible for giving itself its own constitution. There must not be any confusion
between a constituent power and a constituted power. But, since the nation
has made no provision for carrying out the great task of constitution-
making by way of a special deputation, it has to be supposed that the forth-
coming Estates-General will combine the two powers.77

Almost the entirety of Sieyès’s social and constitutional theory is at work in
this dense passage. The nation, Sieyès argues, has not given any instructions
as to how it should be governed. In fact, there is no way it could have done so,
Sieyès had argued earlier in the text, because France at the moment is not yet a
‘nation organized as a political body’ but rather and merely ‘an immense
flock of people scattered over a surface of twenty-five thousand square
leagues’.78 Consequently, the nation is not yet a nation in the sense of an
assembled, homogenous body but rather a conglomerate of individual bodies
without any coherence or means of assembling. Only with the Estates Gen-
eral, can ‘those millions of men now piled together without any plan or order
[. . .] become a nation’.79 If we put it in Aristotelian terms we might say that to
Sieyès the nation has potential though not actual existence. What it takes for it

76 For the debates in the French pre-revolution of which Sieyès’s pamphlets are part,
see Egret, La Pré-Révolution; Dale Van Kley, ‘The Estates General as Ecumenical
Council’, The Journal of Modern History, 61 (1989), pp. 1–52; Vivian Gruder, The
Notables and the Nation: The Political Schooling of the French 1787–1788 (Cambridge
and London, 2007); and John Hardman, Overture to Revolution: The 1787 Assembly of
Notables and the Crisis of France’s Old Regime (Oxford, 2008).

77 Sieyès, Political Writings, p. 34; translation modified.
78 Ibid., p. 5.
79 Ibid.
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to be actualized is that someone turns it into actual existence by way of a
constitution.

That the nation did not actually exist was of course a rather contentious
claim and would be the point of attack for those who argued, with rather good
reason, that France was already constituted as a nation with a monarchical
government.80 As Jean-Joseph Mounier put it in the summer of 1789 in an
attack on Sieyès and others producing similar arguments about the disorgani-
zation of the nation: ‘I do not know why they enjoy portraying the nation as
something disorganized, as a society without government, laws or officials.
[. . .] Thus, to suppose that the National Assembly represented a nation with-
out a monarch, a society in the process of being born, is absurd.’81 Nonethe-
less, based on his definition of the nation as a functional body of workers
exchanging their products, Sieyès could claim that at the present moment
there was no ‘plan and order’ and that the nation, therefore, was prevented
from coming into actual existence and, thereby, becoming itself. At the time
of writing in the summer of 1788, Sieyès would therefore argue that it is the
Estates General that has the ability to create out of the scattered mass of men a
nation.

The deputies of the Estates General thus represent the nation. Not because,
as Pasquino argues, they have been elected or in any other way appointed by
members of the nation.82 There is no system to facilitate a pre-constituent
pouvoir commetant. Rather, the Estates General represents the nation because
it can create, out of the current situation, a nation. The nation does not yet
exist as a nation, and the hopes of bringing the nation into existence rest with
the Estates General.

Who, then, have the right to regulate the procedures and the powers of the
Estates General? Certainly not the king and the court since they have been
unable to create out of the scattered mass of men a nation, and who therefore
cannot be said to represent the (not-yet-existing, or, only potentially existing)
nation. (In this sense, according to Sieyès, they had proven to possess a poor
understanding of the principles of political economy.) Also, it cannot be
members of the nation as such, since the nation does not yet exist and do not
have any means of assembling. ‘[T]he nation has made no provision for carry-
ing out the great task of constitution-making’, as we have seen Sieyès put it,
and it is hard to say how, in its pre-constituted state, the nation would ever be
capable of making such provision. Consequently, because it is the (only) rep-
resentative of the coming nation, the nation in the mode of becoming, it is the
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80 Keith Michael Baker, Inventing the French Revolution (Cambridge, 1990), p. 282.
81 Jean-Joseph Mounier, ‘Thoughts on Government and Principally the Government

Appropriate for France’, Social and Political Thought of the French Revolution, ed.
Marc Goldstein (New York, 2nd edn., 2001), p. 91; translation modified according to
Mounier, Considérations sur les gouvernements (Paris, 1789), p. 29.

82 See fn. 25 above.
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY OF SIEYÈS 343

Estates General that will have the power to regulate itself and give itself its
own constitution. Therefore, the Estates General has not only a constituted
power but also a constituent power.

As Sieyès reminds us, not all bodies have constituent power. In fact, most
bodies will only have constituted power as defined by those constituting
them. But in the case of the French nation anno 1788, the potential members
of the potential nation are not able to constitute it — what we have is merely a
scattered mass and a soaring national debt — and under these exceptional cir-
cumstances, the Estates General holds constituent power over itself.

It becomes clear throughout VEM that the fact that the Estates General
holds constituent power has quite far reaching consequences. Not only can the
Estates General decide for itself whether it will act as a consultative or a legis-
lative body, it can also decide to meet en permanence, thereby changing the
entire nature of France’s political system from an absolutist to a constitutional
monarchy or a sort of mixed government in the style of that of England.83

Furthermore, it would be able to devise a system of elections as well as issuing
tax reforms.

Sieyès was explicitly aware of the radical implications of such a proposal
and of the radical implications inherent to the doctrine of constituent power.
As he himself put it, ‘[w]hat is at issue here is a tax law that will in itself be a
constitutional law’.84 Along the same lines, he proposed a declaration outlined
in the manuscript in which ‘the Estates General declares that it has adopted the
debt in the name of the nation’.85

What is at stake in VEM is a transference of sovereignty from the political
system of the ancien régime, be it in the form of absolutism or the political
influence of the local parlements, to a new sovereign body in the form of a
national parliament in the guise of the Estates General.86 However, this trans-
ference of sovereignty has nothing to do with popular sovereignty. The con-
scious will of the people is unimportant, and the people have neither the right
nor the ability to command the actions of the deputies of the Estates General.87

Instead, it is the deputies of the Estates General that will construct the political

83 For the influence of the English constitution on French revolutionaries, see Keith
Michael Baker, ‘Public Opinion as Political Invention’ and ‘Fixing the French Constitu-
tion’, both in Baker, Inventing the French Revolution. For the influence of English
republican thought amongst more radical revolutionaries, see Rachel Hammersley,
French Revolutionaries and English Republicans (Woodbridge, 2005).

84 Sieyès, Political Writings, p. 44.
85 Ibid., p. 32.
86 For this simple reason, it is difficult to maintain a hard line of continuity from the

pre-revolution to the revolution as has been the case in much contemporary research; see
particularly Baker, Inventing the French Revolution.

87 From this it is clear that Sieyès’s theory of constitution, contrary to what has often
been argued (see e.g. Sewell, Rhetoric, p. 66), is very different from that of Jean-Jacques
Rousseau.
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administration of the nation. Once in place, the system Sieyès envisions is one
of a strong (national) assembly, subject to different checks such as rotation
and subjecting ministers to parliamentary scrutiny as well as public elections
of deputies.88 Sieyès is not very specific about the form of elections in VEM,
but based on his later writings it can easily be argued that he was in accord-
ance with the 1791 electoral system in which only the wealthiest 50% of
males above 25 would be able to elect from a class of even wealthier males
(around 0.02% of the population). In other words, elections are a kind of
check on the governing elites rather than an expression of the (sovereign) will
of the people. In addition to a political administration subject to certain
checks, the most important element of the new political system would be tax
reforms, which would encourage industry and the kind of political economy
Sieyès envisioned.

In the political conjuncture of 1788, it is the Estates General that presents
for Sieyès a means for implementing the kind of political administration that
will assure increasing productiveness and improved distribution amongst the
members of the nation. The members of the Estates General are thus to be
taken as the most likely embodiments of the philosopher-legislator, with
Sieyès himself being a sort of philosopher-spectator or patriotic writer able to
observe the effects of laws and political administration on the social body. In
this way, the Estates General and intellectuals such as Sieyès are the repre-
sentatives of the nation, aware of the not yet truly existing nation’s interests,
and for this reason they are or should be imbued with constituent power. In the
given conjuncture, the Estates General is the body that most likely will have
the power and the willingness to bring about the kind of political administra-
tion that will govern in concordance with the laws of political economy. For
this reason, according to Sieyès, it has constituent power.

b. What is the Third Estate? (Winter 1788–9)

Things become a little more complex once we turn to What is the Third
Estate? [WTE]. It should be noted that Sieyès did not publish VEM at the time
he finished it in the summer of 1788. Instead, he waited until spring 1789 to
have it published.89 The reason for this appears to have been an inherent prob-
lem with the argument in VEM, which had great political implications: Why
did the French state run a deficit? The question was already posed by the
arguments made in VEM, but no satisfactory answer was given. The nation
produced a surplus, and somehow this surplus was turned into a deficit. How?

Sieyès discusses and explores what will be his answer to this question in an
intermediate text between VEM and WTE, his Essay on Privileges. Here
Sieyès ferociously attacks the privileged classes who do not contribute to the
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88 Sieyès, Political Writings, pp. 34 ff.
89 Ibid., p. 1.
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY OF SIEYÈS 345

public coffers; not simply because they do not pay taxes, but more impor-
tantly because they are not productive and, at the same time, feel entitled to
public funding. The ‘immense capitals’ contributed to the state by the produc-
tive classes are all ‘devoted without any return to the barren and ungrateful
region of privilege’.90 Public funds are invested without any return in the
unproductive activities of the privileged, which are not only unproductive but
also hamper industry by spreading their unproductive behaviour to poten-
tially productive areas: ‘there is scarcely a place of profit which these honor-
ary privileges do not invade’.91 According to Sieyès, the state spends its tax
income on the unproductive behaviour of the privileged because it is the
members of the privileged classes themselves that have political control of the
state, and thus ‘the state becomes devoted to principles destructive of all pub-
lic economy’.92 Control of the state thus amounts to controlling the organiza-
tion of the entire economy, and the interests of the privileged classes hampers
and exploits the interests and work of the Third Estate.

In a telling passage in the Essay, Sieyès phrases his attack as a conflict
between the privileged person and the bourgeois. In Sieyès’s words:

What is a bourgeois next to a privileged person? The latter always has his
eyes on the noble time past. There he sees all his titles, all his strength, he
sees his ancestors. The bourgeois, by contrast, has his eyes always fixed on
the ignoble present, on the indifferent future, prepares for the second and
sustains the first by the resources of his industry. He is, instead of having
been; he endures hard work and, even worse, the shame of employing his
entire intelligence and all his strength for our present service, and lives from
work, which is essential to all. Ah! Why can the privileged not go into the
past to enjoy their titles, their grandeur, and leave to a stupid nation the
present with all its ignobility?93

With his interpretation of the crisis of France as the result of a conflict
between privileged and bourgeois types of persons, Sieyès had worked out the
foundations for the political theory expounded in What is the Third Estate?.
While Sieyès in the above quote phrases this conflict as one between persons,
or types of persons, it is obviously referring to a conflict between, on the one
side, aristocrats (the second estate) and aristocratic members of the clergy
(dominating the first estate) and, on the other side, the bourgeois as the per-
sonification of the productive classes (the third estate). It is beyond the scope
of this article to determine what exactly we should understand by the term

90 Ibid., p. 88.
91 Ibid., p. 71.
92 Ibid., p. 84.
93 Sieyès quoted in Sewell, Rhetoric, p. xxv. Both Essay on Privilege and What is the

Third Estate? were published in several amended editions. This particular passage is not
included in the edition of the Essay translated in Sieyès’s Political Writings edited and
translated by Michael Sonenscher.
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‘bourgeois’, which, as far as I am aware, is far from widespread in Sieyès’s
writings and perhaps only invoked this once.94 What is nonetheless clear from
the Essay is that Sieyès here posits a clear antagonism between privileged and
productive classes, which can easily be superimposed upon the relation
between the two first estates and the third estate, and that, furthermore, it is
control of the state apparatus that determines the balance of forces between
the privileged classes and the productive ones.

Consequently, the theme about control of the state would be of utmost
importance for Sieyès’s basic argument in WTE. The pamphlet opens with the
famous statement of the Third Estate being everything, although having in the
existing political order been nothing.95 The Third Estate is everything, as
Sieyès makes clear already in the title of the first chapter, because it is a ‘com-
plete nation’.96 The first part is then devoted to understanding exactly what a
nation is, since an understanding of this will form the basis of any constitu-
tional theory.

A nation, as Sieyès argues, is comprised of ‘private employments and pub-
lic services’.97 There are four kinds of private employments: ‘work on the
land’ (production of foodstuffs), ‘handiwork’ (production of manufactural
goods), ‘merchants and dealers’ (distribution) and ‘liberal and scientific pro-
fessions’ who do not produce ‘objects for use and consumption’ but rather
objects of cultural, educational or scientific value.98 The public services
include ‘the army, the law, the church, and the administration’.99 Whereas the
Third Estate is singularly responsible for all of the private employments, ‘the
privileged order has presumed to place an embargo upon the Third Estate’,
excluding it from controlling public offices. This exclusion is ‘a social crime,

346 N. VON EGGERS

94 The debate on whether the bourgeoisie as a class existed at the time of the French
Revolution and what the term ‘bourgeois’ could signify at this moment in time is, of
course, enormous. For one of many articles to show that the argument that the bourgeoi-
sie did not exist because a reflected conception of the bourgeoisie did not exist at the time
has proven not to be convincing: see David Bell, ‘Class, Consciousness, and the Fall of
the Bourgeois Revolution’, Critical Review, 16 (2004), pp. 323–51. For some of the
attempts to revive the category of ‘Bourgeois Revolution’ as a frame for interpreting the
French Revolution, see Henry Heller’s synthesis The Bourgeois Revolution in France
(New York, 2006) and my own overview article, Nicolai von Eggers, ‘Klassekampen er
tilbage: Om den sociale fortolkning af Den Franske Revolution’, Temp, 12 (2016),
pp. 170–90. For some of the best discussions of the bourgeoisie, both as a concept and as
a class at the time of the French Revolution, see David Garrioch, The Formation of the
Parisian Bourgeoisie, 1690–1830 (Cambridge, 1997); and Vers un ordre bourgeois?,
ed. Jean-Pierre Jesenne (Rennes, 2007).

95 Sieyès, Political Writings, p. 94.
96 Ibid.
97 Ibid.
98 Ibid., pp. 94 f.
99 Ibid., p. 95.
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a veritable act of war upon the Third Estate’.100 The reason for this is that it is
the private employments that make up a nation. Without the production and
distribution of foodstuffs, people would not be able to survive, and there
would be no such thing as public services, since these depend upon production
and tax payments. Being the nation (performing the private employments),
not only should the Third Estate be represented (through public services), but
it is in fact the only class or order entitled to representation.101

As a consequence, if you ‘[s]ubtract the privileged order, the Nation would
not be something less, but something more’.102 The privileged order is a ‘bur-
den upon the Nation’ and it ‘cannot be part of it’.103 Since they are not them-
selves productive, and only hamper production by spending taxes on their
own indulgences, the privileged class is superfluous. There is no need for it,
and in the present state it only serves to ‘fetter and oppress’ the Third Estate.
In fact, the only way it is possible for the unproductive, privileged class to
survive is by keeping state offices to themselves so that they support them-
selves by the public treasury. So in order to make themselves appear useful,
the privileged class creates an enormous amount of offices for themselves to
occupy, thus making the state unnecessarily and disproportionately expensive,
which is why the French state finds itself in a financial crisis.

The constituent power of the representatives thus relies upon them actually
and properly representing the nation, which only has potential existence, and
being willing to serve the interests of the Third Estate. Compared to VEM this
creates a problem. In that text, Sieyès argues, as we have seen, it is the Estates
General which will be able to create and represent the nation.104 However, the
members of the Estates General will by the very nature of this body represent
each of the three estates: clergy, nobility and the Third Estate, that is, both the

100 Ibid.
101 The concepts of ‘order’ and ‘class’ are clearly problematic, not to mention using

them as somewhat interchangeable (‘class or order’). I nonetheless use them in this delib-
erately vague sense to indicate that the question of order and class was problematic for
the French at the time and has been for the historiographical literature ever since. The dis-
cussion goes back to the famous debates between Roland Mousnier and Boris Porshnev
(and their followers) regarding the nature of popular struggle in pre-revolutionary
France, that is, whether French society should be understood as a society of orders
(Mousnier) or one of classes (Porshnev). However, even Mousnier argues that by the
time of the French Revolution, society was becoming one of classes rather than orders.
The Estates General, with its three estates, of course corresponds to a society of orders.
However, the incongruity between the actual workings of society and its supposed repre-
sentational body was precisely what critics such as Sieyès were addressing.

102 Sieyès, Political Writings, p. 96.
103 Ibid.
104 Once again, we are dealing with the conflicting models of a society of order and

one of classes, cf. fn. 101 above.
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privileged classes and the nation. Logically, it will not represent the nation
because, as Sieyès now argues in WTE, the Third Estate is an entire nation. As
a consequence, and based upon his analysis on why France is running a deficit
and why it is generally in a poor state with a poor and illegitimate political
organization, Sieyès now proposes an even more radical position than the one
put forward in VEM: it is not the Estates General as such but only a fraction of
it, namely the members of the Third Estate, that have constituent power. ‘The
Estates General, even if it were assembled, would not therefore be competent
to decide anything to do with the constitution.’105 However, and this poses yet
another problem in relation to the theory put forward in VEM, unlike the forth-
coming Estates General, no body assembling the Third Estate exists or is
likely to be created by the existing political system (for instance, by being
summoned by the king).

It is this apparent impasse that sparks a long and somewhat confused dis-
cussion of constitution and constitution-making in Chapter Five of WTE, and
which finally leads Sieyès to cut all links between the existing political system
and constituent power. The decisive moment arrives with Sieyès invention of
the so-called ‘extraordinary representative’. An ordinary representative is
entrusted with exercising his power according to constitutional laws. Extraor-
dinary representatives, however,

have whatever new powers it pleases the Nation to give them. Since a great
nation cannot in real terms assemble every time that extraordinary circum-
stances may require, it has, on such occasions, to entrust the necessary pow-
ers to extraordinary representatives [. . .] Here reality is everything and
form nothing.106

We see here some ambiguity in Sieyès’s notion of the nation, which in this
passage seems to be imbued with actual existence, albeit an oppressed one.
Nonetheless, it is still clear that Sieyès asserts that the nation, under the exist-
ing circumstances, cannot assemble and appoint its representatives and that
any hope of this happening remains utopian and delusional.107 This is what
Sieyès’s sober analysis of the political conjuncture — what he calls ‘extraor-
dinary circumstances’ — clearly shows. However, his analysis also shows
that the time is ripe for action. Within this conjuncture, and in order to create a
system in which it will be possible for the members of the nation to have some
say in the process of appointing its representatives, that is, through some sort
of electoral system, extraordinary representatives will have to take matters
into their own hands and create such a system according to the unexpressed
and to some extent not yet existing interests of the not yet existing nation.

348 N. VON EGGERS

105 Sieyès, Political Writings, p. 141.
106 Ibid., p. 139.
107 We see here, once more, how Pasquino’s attempt to subsume Sieyès’s theory of

constituent power under his liberal constitutionalism is untenable, Pasquino, Sieyes,
p. 42.
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY OF SIEYÈS 349

In this way, a body of extraordinary representatives is, as Sieyès explains,
‘a surrogate for an assembly of the nation’: ‘It can assemble and deliberate as
would the nation itself if, consisting of no more than a small number of indi-
viduals, it decided to give its government a constitution.’108 In other words,
the body of extraordinary representatives is legitimate if, and only if, it assem-
bles in order to create a constitution that would allow for a more proper sys-
tem of political administration and representation to come into existence. If
this is the case, however, this body of extraordinary representatives will have
‘powers’ which are ‘quite distinct’ from those of an ‘ordinary legislature’.109

In other words, the body of extraordinary representatives have the right to
exercise constituent power (a notion invoked only once in this text leading up
to the introduction of the concept of extraordinary representatives). That is,
they have the right, mainly because they actually have the opportunity, to give
the French nation a constitution, disregarding the entire edifice of the existing
political system.

Based in this clarification of general political principles, what Sieyès pro-
posed in concrete terms, and what would in fact take place half a year later, in
June 1789 (although, as we shall see, only to some degree), was that the mem-
bers of the Third Estate would meet separately from the two other orders of
the Estates General and create its own governing body whilst turning itself
into a constituent assembly with the task of drawing up a constitution. ‘The
Third Estate, it is said, cannot form the Estates General all by itself. Very
well! So much the better! It will form a National Assembly.’110 Based upon his
general theory of political economy and on his new assessment of the con-
juncture, which differs slightly from the one he drew up only months before
VEM, Sieyès argues in the winter of 1788/9 that the members of the Third
Estate on its own is the only collective body with a legitimate right to exercise
constituent power. They have this right insofar as they create a political sys-
tem that will benefit the interests of what he defines as the productive class of
France. That is to say, Sieyès situates constituent power with the deputies of
the Third Estate, the potentially extraordinary representatives, not because of
any metaphysical principle or any idealist conception of the people but
because they have the actual potential of bringing about the kind of political
and social system Sieyès envisions.

c. Reasoned Exposition of the Rights of Man (Summer 1789)

Sieyès’s theory of constituent power culminates in his Reasoned Exposition
of the Rights of Man [RERM], written in the summer of 1789. At this point,
the Third Estate had, after the convocation of the Estates General, in fact

108 Sieyès, Political Writings, pp. 139 f.
109 Ibid., p. 139.
110 Ibid., pp. 147 f.
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deliberated on its own, deciding to set up a Constituent National Assembly.
However, on orders from the king, the two other estates joined up with the
Third Estate under the auspices of the new National Assembly, thus making it
an assembly legally sanctioned by the existing political order. The new
Assembly was thus a bizarre hybrid between an Estates General with repre-
sentatives from each estate having been elected, so to speak, ‘estately’ and a
National Assembly without division between estates. Nonetheless, with their
progressive reform programme, parts of the Third Estate in alliance with pro-
gressive representatives from the other estates were clearly dominant in the
new assembly. Nearly a month after its establishment, the National Assembly
established on 14 July 1789 a Constitution Committee in charge of drawing
up a new constitution of France. Although this task was not accomplished
until September 1791, a Declaration of Rights of Man and the Citizen was
adopted on 26 August 1789, while privileges were largely abolished on the
night of 4 August 1789.111

It is in this conjuncture that Sieyès drafted and presented his Reasoned
Exposition of the Rights of Man before the Constitution Committee 20 and 21
July 1789. Here, Sieyès once more uses the concept of constituent power in
order to designate the road to be followed in order to implement the kind of
political and social order he has in mind as well as trying to consolidate some
of the gains that, by this time, had been won for his cause. Unlike in VEM and
WTE, in which constituent power occurred only once (although, as we have
seen, in decisive passages), the concept is the central notion around which the
entire text of RERM revolves. While it is by far Sieyès’s most developed dis-
cussion of the concept, it is also the one most difficult to disentangle. It is only
by appreciating the materialist conception of constituent power at work in
Sieyès’s text that we will be able to fully understand his line of reasoning.

As Sieyès makes clear in the opening of the text, constituent power signifies
the power of the newly created assembly to create for France a constitution.
‘The representatives of the French nation, united in the National Assembly, rec-
ognize that their mandates impose upon them the special obligation of reform-
ing the constitution of the state. They will consequently act as a constituent
power.’112 In this sense, the representatives of the newly established National
Assembly are clearly to be perceived as extraordinary representatives —
though Sieyès does not use this expression in RERM — imbued with constitu-
ent power. At first glance, Sieyès does not appear to be at all bothered with the
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111 For the dynamics underlying these decisions, see especially Timothy Tackett,
Becoming a Revolutionary (Pennsylvania, 1996); and Michael Fitzsimmons, The Night
the Old Regime Ended (Pennsylvania, 2003).

112 Sieyès, ‘Reasoned Exposition of the Rights of Man’, in Social and Political
Thought of the French Revolution (abridged edition), ed. Marc Goldstein (New York,
2001), p. 57; translation modified according to Sieyès, Préliminaire de la constituion,
Recoinnoissance et exposition raisonée des droits de l’homme et du citoyen (Paris,
1789).
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fact that half of these representatives were elected to represent and come from
the layers of the privileged classes, and thus, in accordance with the argument
put forward in WTE, in no way can be said to represent the nation. In a certain
sense, by locating constituent power with the representatives of all three
estates, Sieyès returns to the analysis from VEM. However, at this moment in
time, representatives no longer meet under the auspices of the Estates General
divided into orders but instead under that of a National Assembly, which has
proven to be dominated by reformist and progressive members of particularly
the Third Estate and also progressives from the representatives of the other
estates. Thus, Sieyès once again adapts his notion of constituent power to the
conjuncture, locating it within a prospective powerful body. Or, to be precise,
the very notion of constituent power is used to identify who in the current con-
juncture has the power to implement a political administration most beneficial
according to the principles of political economy Sieyès adheres to. In this con-
juncture, constituent power is used to legitimize and consolidate the power of
an already established body with far greater hopes of implementing a consti-
tution along the lines of Sieyès’s ideas than would a not yet established body
consisting solely of representatives of the Third Estate.

Nonetheless, a closer reading shows that Sieyès is far from willing to give
up the gains on his theory of representation that he made in his Essay on Privi-
leges and WTE, where he attributed the miseries of the political and social
order to the privileged classes and their representatives. For this reason, and
in line with his diagnosis of the conjuncture, Sieyès proposes a sort of
redoubling of constituent power and, consequently, a redoubling of the proce-
dure of constitution making. The existing Assembly’s constitution committee
composed of representatives from all of the three estates only has constituent
power insofar as it creates a constitution that will bring the nation into exist-
ence, Sieyès argues. Once such a constitution is created, representatives of the
newly established nation will have constituent power once more and with this
second round of constituent power they will be able to truly ratify, or perhaps
slightly alter, the constitution of the nation. In the words of Sieyés:

And yet, since the existing Assembly does not precisely meet all the
requirements for the exercise of such a power [constituent power], they
declare that while the constitution that they are going to give the nation is
provisionally obligatory, it will only become definitive after a new
constituent power, convened specifically for this purpose, will provide it
with the sanction necessitated.113

Nonetheless, as he adds in the following line, the representatives of the
French nation ‘exercise for the moment the functions of CONSTITUENT
POWER’.114 For all his disclaimers — ‘exercise’ (rather than ‘have’), ‘for the
moment’, ‘the functions of’ — Sieyès locates, in the existing conjuncture,

113 Sieyès, ‘Reasoned Exposition’, p. 57.
114 Ibid.
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constituent power with the existing assembly. It is these passages that have
led Pasquino to argue that the people, according Sieyès, have a preceding
pouvoir commetant.115 However, as we can see, this power is clearly not pre-
ceding that of constituent power. Instead, it comes after the constituent power,
which belongs to the extraordinary representatives of the National Assembly,
and it is these extraordinary representatives who have the power to structure
the way in which any pouvoir commetant may be facilitated. Thus, any
pouvoir commetant is determined by a preceding pouvoir constituant.

As was already clear from VEM and WTE, and what is cemented in the
much more elaborate discussion of constituent power in RERM, is that it is not
the people who may exercise constituent power. The people might have con-
stituent power, in some metaphysical understanding of the term, but they will
never be able to exercise it. For this, they need representatives. As Sieyès put
it during the constitutional debates in the National Assembly: ‘the people, I
repeat, can speak or act only through its representatives’.116

With RERM, the split between professional administrators (ideally admin-
istrating the country according to the principles of political economy and
thereby representing the nation) and the people is institutionalized. As we
have already seen, Sieyès thought it necessary to introduce certain checks,
including elections, in order to avoid corruption.117 However, not all those
inhabiting the soil of the nation can be entrusted with casting their vote since
not all are shareholders of the great social enterprise, as we saw Sieyès put it in
VEM.118 Not everybody inhabiting the nation’s territory can be considered its
members. Thus, as Sieyès puts it in RERM: ‘All may enjoy the benefits of
society; but it is only those that contribute to the public establishment that are
the true shareholders in the grand social enterprise. They are the only veritable
active citizens, the only veritable members of the association.’119 As Sieyès
makes explicitly clear, this not only excludes women, children and foreigners
but also the poorest as well as the most privileged classes of society120 Aristo-
crats, vagabonds, day labourers, ‘houseworkers’ (women and servants) — all
those who do not pay a significant amount of tax to the public coffers cannot
be considered to have an educated nor a legitimate opinion on who is most
capable of representing the social enterprise, that is, who better understands
the laws of political economy.
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115 Pasquino, ‘Die Lehre’, p. 375. See also Pasquino, Sieyes, p. 47.
116 Sieyès, quoted in Baker, Inventing the French Revolution, p. 300.
117 Sieyès, Political Writings, pp. 34 ff.
118 Sieyès, Political Writings, p. 48.
119 Sieyès, Préliminaire, p. 21. This passage is not included in the abridged version of

Sieyès’s text translated by Marc Goldstein, hence I have provided my own translation of
this particular quote.

120 Sieyès, Political Writings, p. 20.
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY OF SIEYÈS 353

For Sieyès, however, this is not a problem and voting is not a way of facili-
tating power (or popular sovereignty). Instead, it is the system of mutual rep-
resentation through work that secures the just administration of society.
Sieyès repeats this argument again in October 1789 in his ‘Observations on
the Work of the Constitution Committee’:

The separation of labour [is] an effect and a cause of the growth of riches
and the perfection of human industry [. . .] This separation is advantageous
for every member of Society. It pertains to political work as to every species
of productive work. The common interest, the improvement of the social
State itself, calls upon us to make government a particular profession.121

All people inhabiting the nation’s territory will of course benefit from a rea-
sonable government constructed according to Sieyès’s principles. That is to
say, all will have ‘natural and civil rights’: ‘protection of their person, their
property, their liberty’.122 But only some people are ‘the veritable members of
the association’ — or ‘active citizens’ — and only they should have the right
to vote and run for election. Sieyès’s distinction between active and passive
citizens would attain real force with the 1791 Constitution, adopted in Sep-
tember of that year, which, among other things, made paying taxes corre-
sponding to three days of work a prerequisite for active citizenship.123 Around
4.3 million men out of a total population of 28 million people would thereby
become active citizens.124

The strict limitation of politics to active citizens electing representatives in
primary assemblies can be seen as an attempt to balance a Sieyèsian view of
politics split between politics as a science — something to be administered by
professionals — and an awareness of the fact that such administrators had to
become subject to some sort of rotation if the system was to remain efficient.
It may thus be argued that Sieyès favoured elections not because they were
democratic or ways of engaging people in politics — Sieyès was in fact
openly hostile to democracy125 — but because it was a way of creating rota-
tion. Ideally, administrators of the state representing the nation should be
drawn from a class of professionals having studied the social science. These
are the ‘philosopher-legislators’ being advised and criticized by ‘patriotic

121 Sieyès, Observations, pp. 34 f.
122 Sieyès, Preliminaire, p. 19.
123 Constitution de 1791, titre III, chapitre premier, section II, article 2.
124 Histoire et dictionnaire de la Révolution française, ed. Alfred Fierro, Jean Tulard

and Jean-François Fayard (Paris, 1987), p. 650. The distinction between active and pas-
sive citizens would trigger the formations of the Jacobins whose raison d’être initially
was opposing this distinction. When drafting its charter, Antoine Barnave listed only
three principles constituting the Jacobin club: commitment to giving France a new con-
stitution, combatting counter-revolution and opposing the division between active and
passive citizens (cf. Tackett, Becoming, pp. 253 f).

125 See Baker, Inventing the French Revolution, pp. 299 ff.
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writers’ or ‘philosopher spectators’ capable of observing the effects of legis-
lation and the effects it has on production and distribution. Throughout his
writings, however, Sieyès attest to some awareness of the fact that corruption
is an inherent problem when it comes to government. For this reason, elec-
tions are necessary. However, elections must be rigidly controlled, as delin-
eated by a constitution, so that only professional administrators specialized in
governing will be up for election and so that only active citizens, those paying
a substantial amount of taxes, the ‘shareholders of the social enterprise’, are
able to elect the ‘trustees’ of this enterprise. The professional administrators
are thus to be seen as the true representatives of the nation and for this reason
they have the sole right to exercise constituent power.

Conclusion

As we have seen, Sieyès’s theory of constituent power is not, as has been
argued, an expression of popular sovereignty. The exercise of constituent
power is not an expression of a popular or general will and the ones exercising
constituent power are not under the command of the people. Instead, constitu-
ent power can only be exercised by representatives of the people, representing
the nation (the mutual exchange of labour put into different sorts of commodi-
ties) on the basis of a social division of labour having created a disengaged
and professional ruling class with the sole purpose and aim of administering
society. Insofar as one wishes to speak of sovereignty, Sieyès presents a theo-
ry of national (and not of popular) sovereignty in which it is the representa-
tives of the nation taking control of the state who are sovereign and who
maintain sovereignty by administering society by way of a Rechtstaat: a
heavily centralized, State organized society governed by the rule of law and a
professional legal apparatus.126

Sieyés also does not present a theory of liberal constitutionalism in which
constituent power can be conflated with elections. As we have seen, for
Sieyès, constituent power resides with extraordinary representatives of the
nation who are not (necessarily) elected and who, by all means, are not elected
in a way that can be said to make them appointed by the people. Either they are
elected by way of an unjust and non-constitutional system of elections (as was
the case with the 1789 elections for the Estates General), or they are simply
not elected at all. Because the nation — understood as a well-structured sys-
tem of mutual exchange of work and goods represented and directed by a

354 N. VON EGGERS

126 For this notion of national sovereignty, see Raymond Carré de Malberg, Contribution
à la theorie générale de l’État (2 vols., Paris, 1920–2). See also Guillaume Bacot, Carré de
Malberg et l’origine de la distinction entre souveraineté du peuple et souveraineté
nationale (Paris, 1985); and Marcel David, La souveraineté du peuple (Paris, 1996). For
distinguishing clearly between national and popular sovereignty, see my PhD Disserta-
tion: Nicolai von Eggers, Popular Sovereignty: Republicanism and the Political Logic of
the Struggles of the French Revolution (available online).
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professional administration — only has potential existence and is prohibited
from attaining actual existence by the old regime, the legitimate exercise of
constituent power resides with a set of extraordinary representatives. Thus,
Sieyès’s theory of constituent power contains a revolutionary impetus and
points to a legitimate overthrow of a given existing order and the creation of a
new one, destroying the old in its process of becoming.

What we find in Sieyès’s writings is a materialist conception of constituent
power. It is materialist in two ways. First, Sieyès’s theory identifies a certain
class (the nation in the sense of the productive class represented or personified
by the bourgeois) as the only class whose existence is legitimate and, conse-
quently, the political system must be furnished to serve its interests exclu-
sively. As we have seen, through his theory of political economy and his
actions and analyses during the years of 1788 and 1789, it is the interests of
the richest portion of the Third Estate as well as the educated elites that Sieyès
identifies with the interests of France as such. For this reason, the representa-
tives of the productive class have the right to exercise constituent power.

The second element of Sieyès’s materialist conception is its conjunctural
nature. Having already identified the class interests to be served, Sieyès was,
from the summer of 1788 onwards, looking for ways in which the interests of
the nation, in his definition of the term, might come into power and make sure
that the political system was restructured in order to serve its particular inter-
ests (what Sieyès identifies with a kind of universal interest as opposed to the
particular interests of the privileged classes). For this reason, Sieyès added the
concept of constituent power to his analysis of the balance of powers in the
existing conjuncture. Constituent power was the power that, in the existing
conjuncture, was able to constitute the kind of order Sieyès himself was fight-
ing for. It is in this sense that we should understand Sieyès’s formulation that
‘one still has nothing, even with the most detailed and authenticated charter, if
one does not have power’,127 and his famous dictum that ‘a constitution pre-
supposes before everything a constituent power’.128 As Sieyès put it in the epi-
graph to VEM, ‘projects should be tailored to the available means’.129

Keeping Sieyès’s theory and use of constituent power in mind, when the
notion of constituent power is employed today, we might be justified in ask-
ing a series of critical questions: Who is identified, not abstractly or meta-
physically, but concretely as having the right to exercise constituent power?
Whose interests do they serve? What is the specific conjuncture that renders
precisely this group of people the supposedly legitimate possessors of
constituent power? Based on what underlying theory of political economy is
this precise group of individuals imbued with the right to exercise constituent
power? Asking these question might, to borrow the words of Martin

127 Sieyès, Political Writings, p. 58.
128 Sieyès, Préliminaire, p. 18.
129 Sieyès, Political Writings, p. 2.
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Loughlin, ‘help us locate the source of modern political authority and [. . .]
identify the base upon which the structure of the legal authority rests’.130 One
of the ways to ask and answer such a question, and perhaps the best way, is to
follow Sieyès in his materialist conception of constituent power.

Nicolai von Eggers THE DANISH INSTITUTE OF ATHENS
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130 Martin Loughlin, The Idea of Public Law (Oxford, 2003), p. 99.
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